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BETWEEN CHARITY AND SOLIDARITY
‘PHILOSEMITISM’ IN POST-HOLOCAUST EUROPE 1945–1950
Although antisemitism did not vanish with the end of Nazism, various forms of philosemitic discourse appeared in Western Europe in the wake of the Holocaust. Philosemitism, to be sure, did not necessarily involve ‘love for Jews’. In West Germany, positive pronouncements on Jews by politicians or government
officials contrasted with the silence on Jewish victims among a public still “unable to mourn”. As the historian Frank Stern has demonstrated, manifestations of philosemitism in the early Federal Republic secured
Germany’s acceptance in the West while erasing the Nazi past. Yet in Western Europe, philosemitism
emerged as the dominant form of public discourse about Jews. Self-imposed or externally enforced, a moratorium on the public airing of anti-Jewish sentiment reduced the possibility of openly antisemitic attitudes.
There were of course numerous ways to transgress this prohibition. As Theodor Adorno has argued, a
“secondary antisemitism” conceived as a defence mechanism against guilt and accountability replaced the
tabooed biological racism of the Nazi era.
Yet despite resistance, philosemitism became a central feature
of post-war Western Europe. It appeared in different forms: reverse antisemitism; the legitimation of non-Jewish political, theological, or philosophical projects using the Jewish trope; or identification with Jews as symbols of injustice and human rights
violations. A critical history of European philosemitism is thus in
order. What were its meanings and how did it change over time?
My presentation goes back to the immediate post-war period.
One early form of philosemitism was ‘anti-antisemitism’: a critique of anti-Jewish prejudice without necessarily involving empathy for Jews. My presentation compares patterns of Christian
and secular anti-antisemitism in France, Italy, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and occupied Germany between 1945 and 1950. It exposes the ambiguities of philosemitic sentiments torn between charity and
political solidarity. Coded and itself not immune of bias, ‘anti-antisemitism’ became the main channel of
philosemitic discourse until the later rise of Holocaust consciousness in Western Europe.
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